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12670 Ventura Blvd.,
North Holly*ood, Csl.
5th February 1957.

Dr. Peter Larkin,
Institute of Fisheries,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B. C.
Dear Dr. Larkin;The Vancouver Province of the 85th ulto.,
contained a synopsis of your report on the Fraser Riveras., power Envelopment, and in ite issue of the 29th appeared
the condensation of s speech on the same problemn by Dr.
Harry TTarren. Earlier in the year Dr» Strum, and even Preeldent MsoXensle also expressed their views.
Fro* the published opinions of all four
U.B.C. deotors it appears somewhat evident that they all lean
sore toward power development than to salmon preservation.
None of these authorities claimed any success
has been sehieved in the past eighty years of effort to produce a workable end successful by-pass for fish, either adult
or fingerllng, over dams in any part of the world. Yet all
seem to advoeate the building of dans, whether or not the
fish will be destroyed, on the vague and forlorn wish that
by the time the rivers would be obstructed by dams the 80 y
year searcb\wiU be orovaed with success*
Against this wild hope all seem prepared
to gamble on the eertaffeity of salmon extinguishment and in
favour of the immediate development of hydro-electrie power.
They admit the power is not necessary at the present time:
that it will take a decade at least before the full supply
might be called fort and they ignore the very evident pro*
babllity that within that time period atomic power will
have diminished the demand for hydro-eleotrio power.
TTe have seen that such has been the history of past ages: that progeaslvely one form of power has
been succeeded by a more effective force; and that in each
instance the greater effectiveness of the succeeding power
has warranted ite higher constructional oost, T"hy then
rush in now on experiments that spell destruction for all
time to a valuable source of food when the source of gained
power may be made obeolete by future development in the
same field 7
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that all scientific experts have constantly ignored
istthat if these dams are built, and/or these water diversions
from one stream to another ooour, the permanent water level
in each ease will be raised. This can only mean that the exist*
ing spawning beds of all species of salmon in these areas
will not only be affected: they will be entirely destroyed.
One point Dr. Yarren brought up in his speech was
that due to the depth of water behind e 750 foot dam the
problemn of fish destruction by the turbines would not arise
owing to the depth loeetion of the turblnea. a© might have
added that in any event there would be no fish affected because with no spawning areas remaining for salmon reproduction there -would be no fry emigration to by-pass the dame.
The admits having no suitable waters in which to spawn no
fry will be produced and our great salmon industry will have
been completely exterminated.
Yours faithfully
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